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Fusha no iru nichijō: Tsugaru no kamisama kara toshin no supirichuaru 
serapisuto made 巫者のいる日常—津軽のカミサマから都心のスピリチュアルセラ

ピストまで (Shamans in Daily Life: From Tsugaru’s Kamisama to the Urban 
Spiritual Therapists) 
Yokohama: Shumpusha, 2017, 400pp.

In a review paper published at the occasion of Professor Satō Noriaki’s retirement 
in March 2017, Ikegami Yoshimasa reflects on the state of research on shamanism 
and returns to the perennial issue of essentialism (honshitsu-ron), which he 
identifies as a contributing factor in the weathering of this field of studies in 
Japan since the start of the twenty-first century. Ikegami’s review, however, takes 
a refreshing turn when he argues that the early postwar (unfortunate) attempts to 
find in shamanism a universal human “religious essence” led nevertheless to new 
research areas, which stemmed from research looking “for postmodern salvations 
in the experience of trance and ecstasy” (Ikegami 2017, 35). To summarize 
his argument, Ikegami argues that were it not for Mircea Eliade’s religionist 
discussions about the possibilities that shamanic practices may offer an alternative 
to the modern western paradigm of mind-body dualism, perhaps later researchers 
would have paid less attention to the modern and contemporary religious 
movements, from mesmerism to the New Age, that were based on that very same 
alternative ideal. And perhaps the opening of research on spirituality and the role 
of religion in, for example, healthcare would have been delayed.

One of the two most important contributions of Murakami’s monograph 
concerns exactly the argument, while avoiding any essentialisms, that studies of 
shamanism can still contribute to our understanding of contemporary religious 
practices, not just in the relatively homogenous and small peripheral communities 
that continue to support these practices in rural Japan today, but also, and 
increasingly so, in the urban centers where such shamanistic practices thrive, 
albeit under new appellations. It is important again to stress here that Murakami 
manages to do that by falling in neither the neo-shamanistic rhetoric that tries 
to find a “shamanic element” in every single aspect of our daily life, nor in the 
nostalgic and ahistorical view that tries to identify some “real” or “traditional” 
shamanistic components in the so-called contemporary “pseudo”-shamans. 
Rather, Murakami manages to blur the artificial boundaries between “old” and 
“new,” “traditional” and “modern,” by demonstrating that such magico-religious 
practitioners, regardless of location, seem to have undergone similar changes in 
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the last 30 to 40 years, changes that explain perfectly both the continuities and 
discontinuities with today’s more populous, and mostly urban-based, “spiritual 
therapists.”

The second important contribution of Murakami’s work is related to the 
method she uses to achieve her first contribution. Indeed, as she explains, most of 
research on shamanism has, somewhat by default, made of the shaman and of the 
shaman’s world not just the focus of the field, but also the basis of analysis of the 
shaman’s position and role in society. Ikegami Yoshimasa’s Minkan fusha shinkō 
no kenkyū 民間巫者信仰の研究 (A Study of the Beliefs of Folk Shamans, 1999), 
for example, one of the most important texts on shamanism in Japan, and one 
which has greatly influenced Murakami as well, centers on the shaman’s life and 
cosmology and further looks at how these agree, disagree or compromise with 
socio-cultural and institutional settings. Murakami takes, however, the opposite 
direction: her analysis is rather concerned with how shamanistic practices arise 
out of the daily negotiation processes between things and people, including 
but not only limited to the shamans themselves (39). In this way, Murakami 
manages often admirably to completely embed shamans in their societies and to 
demonstrate how their existence spurs out of and survives entirely based on the 
support of other social members and institutions. 

The book is composed of 10 chapters, preceded by a short introduction, which 
manages to draw the reader into the world of shamanic sessions, while clearly 
and effectively dismissing the view that such religious practices rely entirely on 
the clients’ sentiments of belief. Most chapters are about 30 to 40 pages long, but 
the relatively small size of subsections, and the signposts provided by the author 
throughout the text make the reading of even longer chapters easy. Despite the 
book being based on the author’s doctoral thesis, the writing is very approachable 
for even a non-specialist reader, with short sentences and frequent repetitions 
of the main arguments. Apart from Chapter 1 (“Shamans as a Contemporary, 
Daily Existence”), the rest of the book is divided in three parts: Chapters 2 to 4 
deal with the shamans themselves, Chapters 5 to 7 analyze the relations between 
shamans and their communities, and Chapters 8 to 10 delve into the larger 
societal changes that have occurred among shamans themselves and in Japanese 
society in general, thus expanding the scope outside the Tsugaru region (in 
Aomori prefecture), where the bulk of the author’s original fieldwork took place.

The first chapter starts unavoidably with a literature review of studies of 
shamanism in Japan describing the original polemics around the definition of 
the term and its eventual expansion to fit the Japanese context, which led in the 
last thirty years of the twenty first century to a proliferation of publications 
on the subject. By the end of the 1990s, however, researchers such as Ikegami 
Yoshimasa, started returning to the use of vernacular terms such as fusha (巫
者), or even to regional appellations such as the kamisama of the Tsugaru region, 
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whom Murakami studies in this book. This return to emic concepts allows 
the author to avoid, as she writes, the discourse of authenticity surrounding 
shamanism and the performance of ecstasy or possession, and to concentrate 
on the dynamic character of those practices and on their intimate relationship 
with their surroundings. To analyze that relationship, Murakami borrows ideas 
from the sociology of religion (for example, Berger and Luckman’s dialectic 
construction of reality) and from the anthropology of knowledge (mainly the 
works of Watanabe Yoshio and Kawada Makito) to argue for not a bipartite, but 
a tripartite construction of knowledge-based reality. This theory originates in 
the conceptual framework developed by Riis and Woodhead in their Sociology of 
Emotion (2010), which Murakami applies to explain the dialectic construction 
of knowledge, which she finds in constant negotiation between individuals, 
groups/communities and symbols. This third player in this dynamic relationship, 
“symbols,” had been ignored by earlier studies, but allows the author here 
to argue more effectively for the significance of a shared cosmology between 
shaman and clients. Armed with this framework, Murakami begins therefore 
her description of how this tripartite negotiation of knowledge gives birth and 
sustains transcendental beliefs and practices, such as those of the kamisama of 
Tsugaru.

The second chapter (“The local religious knowledge supporting the subsistence 
of shamans”), through the description of five kamisama, two of whom are affiliated 
with local shrines or temples, demonstrates the variety of types of kamisama (from 
those who, like the disappearing itako, perform spirit possessions, to those who 
directly or in their sleep seek the advice of local gods), and clarifies the role that 
local religious institutions play in the construction of the kamisama’s religious 
lore. Especially significant in this chapter is the discovery that the kamisama 
make use of an eclectic choice among a range of original cosmologies, common 
beliefs behind the occurrence of calamities, local divine lore (such as, for example, 
the Tsugaru tradition of sanctifying stones of unusual shapes) and a thorough 
knowledge of the reputation of local shrines and temples in the community. 
Interestingly, we find here that some kamisama believe to have received their 
powers from certain priests and/or shrines/temples and are therefore closely 
related to these institutions, because of feelings of gratefulness rather than 
feelings of duty or belongingness. 

This idea that the kamisama’s impromptu character is limited by the necessity 
to embed their cosmology in local lore is further emphasized in the third chapter 
(“In the periphery of kamisama: Those who did not become kamisama”) , which 
introduces three case-studies of individuals who did not become kamisama. 
Two of these, despite having gone through an initiatory stage during which 
an unexplained illness or misfortune resulted in some type of transcendental 
experience, chose to not follow that path because they either had a stable job 
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already or felt fulfilled with the religious support provided by local institutions. 
On the contrary, the third individual lacked the necessary local network and 
adaptation to local lore to be accepted as a kamisama by the community. In this 
way, Murakami tells us that a license to perform rituals accredited by a temple 
and a large altar in one’s home, do not necessarily make of someone a kamisama. 
Nor sudden “calls” from the spirit world do, because these may be integrated in 
daily life without leading someone to become a shaman.

The fourth chapter (“Kamisama and ascetic practice: The case of Akakura 
Kongō-ji”) deals with another defining, yet disappearing, aspect of the kamisama: 
ascetic practices (gyō). Murakami focusses on the case of the Shingon temple 
Kongō on Mt. Akakura, where since the early Taishō era ascetic huts provided 
space for, among others, individuals who were on the path to become kamisama. 
Although the area had numerous such huts in the late 1950s, the number of active 
huts has reportedly steadily decreased, from 24 in 1985, to 5 or 6 in 2006, to one 
single kamisama still living there when Murakami visited the temple in 2014. 
Through a brief history of the temple, the author tells us that to substitute the 
lack of parishioners (danka), the temple has always functioned as a place where 
kamisama are supported in their training to understand and develop their powers, 
share their stories with other kamisama, acquire licenses to perform Buddhist 
rituals, learn to frame their cosmologies within local lore, and refer cases of clients 
whom they find difficult to treat. In this sense, the temple has helped legitimize 
the practice of kamisama in the local community. Yet, this situation is changing. 
Indeed, as Murakami observes, today’s clients do not evaluate the kamisama based 
on their spiritual powers (reiryoku) acquired through ascetic training anymore, but 
on how correct their advice reveal itself to be (reikan). This has provoked what the 
author calls the “backgrounding (haikeika) of ascetic practices,” which are replaced 
by dreams and the experience of daily life calamities.

In the fifth chapter (“Kamisama and their clients”), Murakami shifts the focus 
on, precisely, the relationship between clients and shamans by looking extensively 
at two examples. In Tsugaru, thirty percent of the population (and mostly women 
aged 60 and older) has consulted a kamisama at least once, for issues mostly 
related to family, health and work, but as the examples discussed by the author 
show, clients today are looking in the kamisama’s advice for words that affirm the 
situation they find themselves in, and do not expect to be scolded for past deeds. 
Most important here is, as Murakami demonstrates through a detailed analysis 
of conversations that occurred in a kamisama’s session, the realization that clients 
influence the advice of the kamisama, and are often ready to ignore or deny the 
shaman’s words. Here we get a real sense of the dialectic nature of the religious 
authority of the kamisama, an authority that is not entirely based, as previous 
research had claimed, on the kamisama’s possession of knowledge inaccessible to 
the “common” individual. 
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In Chapter 6 (“Putting the shaman’s advice into practice”), Murakami looks 
at how the advice received by kamisama is put into practice. The author analyzes 
the records of meetings which took place following a communal session with a 
kamisama in 1997, during which the local deity oshirasama asked through the 
mouth of the kamisama to be moved from the store room of a village’s community 
center to a newly-built chapel dedicated to its name. Murakami finds that the 
process which led to the chapel being built four years later, did not go smoothly. 
In fact, records show that the chapel was completed because of a warning by 
the oshirasama in 2001 that if the chapel is not built, a man who had been a 
politician and had throughout his career helped the village through infrastructure 
works, would die. This warning seems to have accelerated the gathering of funds 
(including a substantial amount from the politician himself) and the buying of 
appropriate land. Yet, in interviews with people who had witnessed that event 
more than a decade ago, Murakami finds no details on the otherwise significant 
role that the local politician and his family must have played. The author explains 
this situation by pointing out at the original distrust among the community in the 
kamisama’s practice. In fact, only few had taken part in the communal sessions, 
and because of that the kamisama had to bring in an element, the politician’s 
health, that was relevant not just to those who shared the kamisama’s cosmology, 
but also to the rest of the population. Once, however, the chapel was built, the 
oshirasama’s wishes were granted, and it became irrelevant to dwell on how this 
was achieved and how the politician had been a key factor in that process.

These communal sessions with kamisama, which continue to be regularly 
held at local communities and villages today, form the focus of Chapter 7 
(“Contemporary shamanism as seen in the Spring prayer rituals”). Here, 
Murakami picks the case of a kamisama, who from 1994 to 2015, performed 
such communal sessions (haru-kitō) in 101 locations in Tsugaru. From these, 
Murakami chooses three different communities, each with varying degrees 
of attendance and commitment from the part of the villagers, some treated as 
seasonal rituals, others being rather limited to a few individuals who have a special 
relationship with the kamisama. Through these examples, Murakami reconfirms 
her earlier observations on the importance of the process of negotiation between 
clients and the shaman, who rather than the correct performance of rituals is 
more called upon to employ an “order-made” knowledge that would satisfy her 
audience. 

Returning therefore to the backgrounding of ascetic practices and 
the increasing relevance of reikan over reiryoku, Murakami starts the third 
and last part of her monograph, Chapter 8 (“Disappearing shamanism and 
surviving shamans”), with a discussion of impacting factors that are external 
to local communities, such as the informatization of society and the growing 
influence of the tourist industry. Indeed, when talking about shamanism or spirit 
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possession in Japan, it is impossible to not discuss the itako, who despite their 
near disappearance, are still attracting the bulk of tourists to Aomori prefecture. 
Murakami finds out, however, that in recent years, many kamisama have been 
employed by tour guides and hotels to play the role of itako and call upon the 
spirits of the dead. In this process of “replacement,” the practice of kuchiyose, has 
been altered to fit contemporary conditions while still responding to the need of 
a cathartic recalling of the dead: use of standard Japanese language, abbreviation 
of the ritualistic sections of the shamanic session, and use of more personalized 
messages. Contrary to assumptions, however, Murakami finds out that strategic 
negotiations between itako and kamisama are not a new phenomenon. What is 
new, is the media discourse surrounding the itako, as religious practitioners and as 
concept, provoking a certain reflexivity that works towards the effacement of the 
local character of these practices. 

This brings us to the case of those shamanic practitioners, such as the spiritual 
counselors, whose counselling methods employ a variety of transcendental 
concepts, such as aura, past life and guardian deities, to provide advice to 
problems that are common with those brought up in sessions with the kamisama. 
In Chapter 9 (“On the shaman’s trace”), Murakami analyses the case of such a 
spiritual counselor from Ibaraki, but, instead of following a simple comparison 
with the kamisama-type of practitioners (called wakasama in that region of 
Ibaraki), Murakami rather chooses to show the process of evolution between 
older and newer types of shamans in the region. In this analysis, the author again 
complicates the usual discourse of “old” against “new” shamanism, by showing 
that in the case of the village where the spiritual counselor grew up, a third, 
intermediary form of shaman, the marushitensama, had already started answering 
to the more individualized needs of the local community, following the gradual 
disappearance of the wakasama. Thanks to this detail, Murakami manages 
simultaneously to refute the exclusively contemporary character of the spiritual 
counselor, and to show that the effects of depopulation and increased mobility 
in rural communities did not result in sudden changes of the magico-religious 
practices of those communities, but in more gradual alterations that included 
periods of overlaps when older and newer practices coexisted. 

Finally, in Chapter 10 (“’Shamans in contemporary society”), Murakami 
further grounds her use of theories from studies of shamanism to analyze 
contemporary phenomena, by employing Sakurai Tokutarō’s tripartite 
categorization of “hereditary,” “calling” and “quest (training)”-types of shamanistic 
initiations, to categorize the narratives of 68 spiritual therapists. Here she 
reconfirms the popularity (as seen also among the kamisama) and subsequent 
importance played by “calling”-type narratives which legitimize the power of 
the practitioner by following the same counter-cultural pattern of thought 
that characterizes their other-worldly experiences at the onset of an illness 
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or other life crisis. The difference of course with the kamisama lies in the 
intensified credentialism of this alternative spirituality culture, but the so-called 
individualized eclectism which has been so often taken up against them, is, as 
Murakami has shown in previous chapters, not really the monopoly of spiritual 
therapists. Her analyses of specific examples demonstrate that the choices made 
by these “urban kamisama” are rather dictated by their environment, and the 
copyrights and trademarks of the concepts and therapies that they practice. 
Hence, the only obvious distinctions between the “shamans” of Tsugaru and 
those of Tokyo are the depth of their symbolic knowledge and the size of the 
community to which they belong. As individual subjects, they are the same.

Except for the two important contributions to studies on shamanism and 
religious studies in general, which I describe at the beginning of this review, 
Murakami’s monograph provides rich and updated detail on the magico-religious 
practices of a region in Japan that has attracted the attention of researchers for 
a very long time. However, she manages to do this without relying on artificial 
divides between “urban and rural,” “old” and “new,” or “authentic” and “corrupt” 
traditions. The framework she uses is simple, yet effective. If this reviewer had at 
least one comment to make, this would concern the problem of reflexivity that the 
author briefly mentions in Chapter 8. In other words, this reviewer would have 
wanted to read more about how media and other discourses of the information 
age impact the practice of the kamisama today, and especially how this reflexivity 
can be conceptualized in the dialectic framework that the author employs 
to understand the negotiation of a knowledge-based reality. This problem of 
reflexivity can perhaps be expanded also beyond regional appellations, to include 
the usage of other concepts, such as gods, auras etc., that form the cosmology of 
shamanic sessions today. Following that direction, we may reach a more nuanced 
description of the quantity, quality and character of the symbolic knowledge of 
shamanic practitioners today.
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Nagaoka Takashi
Shinshūkyō to sōryokusen: kyōso igo o ikiru 新宗教と総力戦—教祖以後を生きる 

(New Religions and Total War: Life after the Death of a Founder)
Nagoya: The University of Nagoya Press, 2015. 353 pp.

Japan’s academic study of new religions, or shinshūkyō, began in a postwar 
environment where major ideological problems of modernity seemed unresolved. 
The total war was over, but urbanization and homogenization continued, directed 
by the absolute, central authority of the state. It was obvious to all who had lived 
through the war that criticism had been silenced by fanatical faith in the divine 
Japan’s mission, but to preserve the basis for future criticism, intellectuals would 
need to discover an alternative center.

 For some, notably Maruyama Masao, this alternative center was 
the “universality” of the European Enlightenment. But others took a more 
cosmological, metaphysical approach. Academic evaluation of new religions such 
as Tenrikyo observed positive traits they had exhibited in their early periods, 
which could at the very least contribute to civil society to counteract the authority 
of the state. In the words of influential scholar Murakami Shigeyoshi, Tenrikyo 
foundress Nakayama Miki exhibited “realism, equality, humanism, pacifism, a 
view of the family centered on parenthood, anti-authoritarianism, an independent 
creation myth” unrelated to the official myths taught by the prewar Japanese state, 
and so on. For 1950s intellectuals, all of these aspects of Miki’s teachings offered 
hope for a less violent and more complete modernity. (15)

Over the decades, rather than questioning these assumptions, believers and 
scholars alike built up a “binary construct” around them which absolutized the 
“true intentions” of religious founders as total opposition to state authority, 
and sometimes—for example, in Yasumaru Yoshio’s later work—in opposition 
to modernity itself. For this binary construct to work, not only did changes to 
religious doctrine have to be interpreted moralistically as “deviation” from the 
original ideals of the founder, but cooperation with the state’s colonialist and 
militarist programs was minimized as the product of state coercion, or omitted 
entirely. In Tenrikyo’s case, criticism of the construct has been overlooked, while 
history writing that perpetuates it persists both in the Tenrikyo organization and 
in the academy. (24)

Selective cultural memory has been in no way unique to Japan. Robert 
P. Ericksen has written, most recently in Complicity in the Holocaust (2012), 
about a similar tendency to cast Germany’s Christians as persecuted men and 
women of conscience, forced to cooperate with the fascist state. (Analysis of war 
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responsibility narratives in American church history is comparatively lacking.) 
In this study of Tenrikyo’s relations to the state, Nagaoka Takashi shares with 
Ericksen a concern for resurrecting the actual voices of period spiritual leaders, 
not to cast them into a mold of “cooperation” versus “resistance,” nor to moralize 
from a perspective that religions must be apolitical or pacifist, but to understand 
how Tenrikyo’s attitude towards authority developed following the death of 
Nakayama Miki, and how believers saw their own religious and secular ideals 
being fulfilled.

Chapter One rediscovers the story of how Tenrikyo continued to rapidly grow 
after Miki's death. The creator god Oyagami descended into Miki’s follower Iburi 
Izō, first telling him that revelations would end with Miki, then that revelations 
would continue. Nagaoka posits a situation akin to the Latter Day Saint 
movement after the death of Joseph Smith, where the very fact of continuing 
possession experiences among Miki’s followers segregated them from mainstream 
society, formed them into a separate community, and paradoxically necessitated 
that these experiences be simultaneously continued and regulated to keep the 
community united. (87) Iburi was given the position of “Honseki” or Main Seat 
and underwent mystical experiences in public, ritual settings, impressing believers 
with the appearance of a man directly in contact with the divine. His illnesses 
were interpreted as divine initiation, and his pronouncements on matters of 
faith were attributed to the continued presence of Oyagami. Rather than Iburi 
“deviating” from the message of Miki, his religiously authorized attempts to keep 
his community coherent and adapt it to the demands of state authorities cannot 
be seen as anything but a continuation of the movement.

Following Iburi’s passing, the community attempted to continue the line of 
revelation, but the next choice of “Honseki” was considered to have an unstable 
personality, and the position was discontinued. In Chapter Two, we examine the 
life of Miki’s great-grandson Nakayama Shōzen, who as Tenrikyo’s administrative 
leader or “Shinbashira” came to assume central authority. According to the 
present-day church’s “binary construction” narrative, Shōzen’s “reforms” that 
sent the Tenrikyo faithful to work for militarist projects were not made by choice 
but were imposed by the government. (119) In contrast, Nagaoka shows that 
Shōzen was not a blindly obedient imperial subject, but a highly intellectual and 
creative thinker who from the beginning of his career as Shinbashira had carefully 
navigated the growing tension between text and doctrine, emphasizing the 
centrality of the Nakayama household to Tenrikyo’s authority, while refusing to 
impose a single interpretation on believers. 

Although Nagaoka only touches on this briefly, the “Oyagami community,” 
again like the Latter Day Saint movement, would fracture when individual 
members claimed access to new revelations. It split over a dozen times after 1865, 
and Shōzen’s attempt to establish a line of succession around the Nakayama 
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household met with considerable resistance and the birth of independent sects. 
(172; Yumiyama 2005) Shōzen had to walk a delicate line between internal 
and external resistance, and from this grew the desire for a new purpose to 
organizational unity. He showed an eagerness for colonialist missions that could 
sanctify the “foreign countries” judged as dangerous in Tenrikyo’s sacred texts, 
and make them into part of “Japan.” The ties of hierarchy that Shōzen used to 
link Miki to himself also made him spiritually superior to “foreign” targets of his 
missionary work, providing a theological basis for the colonizing process.

Chapter Three discusses the origin of Shōzen’s “reforms,” nationalist 
redactions of sacred texts and rituals which were implemented at the end of 
1938—100 years after Nakayama Miki ’s initial possession experience, and 
about 75 years after she began to expound the teachings of Oyagami. Shōzen’s 
generation reimagined Japan as the “root of the world,” home of the center of 
the world at Tenrikyo headquarters as determined by Miki, with the rest of the 
world as the “branches” to which a civilizing and spiritualizing mission needed 
to spread. Already in 1934, Tenrikyo began actively participating in the Japanese 
government’s colonization programs in Manchuria. Tenrikyo families in north 
Manchuria faced life-threatening dangers in a hostile colony, and quickly their 
sense of spiritual mission became bound up with the colonial mission of the state 
and its promise of law and order. This brings us to Chapter Four, the heart of the 
argument about Tenrikyo’s involvement in war.

The most familiar teaching of Tenrikyo for the Japanese public at large is 
probably hinokishin, the belief that service to others brings the “ joyous life” to 
oneself as well. Tenrikyo theologians have identified this as an altruistic teaching, 
with its history marred only temporarily by its use in mobilizing Tenrikyo 
believers to serve in coal mines and factories during World War II. Nagaoka 
shows that rather than hinokishin constituting a “superhistorical truth” with 
temporary errors in implementation, it first emerged as a spirited affirmation of 
capitalism and colonialism, with a close continuity to its wartime use. Hinokishin 
was used to actively promote the repetitive stress and poverty of factory labor as 
a virtue in its own end, and was suggested from an early stage as a way for the 
state to educate and civilize “shiftless” Korean peasants. (209) Quite apart from 
the emphasis on the spiritual dignity of the individual affirmed in the Catholic 
Worker movement, Tenrikyo’s hinokishin “altruism” sought from the beginning 
to totally transcend the desires of the individual body, in service to higher ideals 
which happened to match the interests of the imperial state as much those as of 
believers and the public.

By the middle of World War II, the military needs of the state had completely 
sublimated the believers’ hinokishin, sending them into the coal mines in search 
of the “ joyous life.” After the end of the war, rather than rejecting this religious 
expression, Nakayama Shōzen affirmed that it had been a pious work in the eyes 
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of Tenrikyo, and that the system that had commanded it would continue. (242) 
Nagaoka contends that there was never any postwar discussion of the ethics of 
hinokishin, and those who had questioned it during the war generally left Tenrikyo 
of their own volition. The final chapters of his book examine postwar theology 
and its direct continuity with wartime self-justifications. Shōzen constructed 
a new, “restored” Tenrikyo canon that superseded both his “reforms” and the 
state-influenced scriptures of prior generations, but at the same time, he affirmed 
the validity of these earlier redactions. For many around him, “restoration” 
implied restoring the prewar status quo. (279f) A concluding chapter reflects on 
Tenrikyo’s “movements of reading” and how they have failed to offer a critique or 
apology for having embraced the imperialist message of “holy war.”

Nagaoka is to be commended for his groundbreaking methodology and 
research which pushes straight into critical reading of contemporary theology. 
The true challenge of his work is his desire for Tenrikyo theologians to respond to 
it. The sympathy he expresses with their interests earned him an amused review 
from Yumiyama Tatsuya, who good-naturedly concurs with confused Tenrikyo 
authorities who have wondered aloud whether Nagaoka is a believer. Yumiyama 
writes,

Deconstructive reading is, “for the believers concerned, able to dig out the basis of 
their beliefs.” So, by this method, will the author able to continue to accompany 
the theologians blocking the path, “swords drawn”? Even if he develops his research 
enough to catch up with the heart of their faith, given the difficulties of totally 
encapsulating the beliefs of another, can he keep piling on the days, staying afloat 
amidst the believers’ growing waves of “movements of reading?” (Yumiyama 
2016:254)

Perhaps Nagaoka’s project is not so much an unending “deconstructive reading” 
struggling to keep up with the faith of his research targets, but rather a “reflexive 
modernization” aiming for the same goals as the postwar modernists, only with 
closer attention to detail. A shared desire for modernity might enable believers 
to appreciate an academic reassessment of Tenrikyo’s theology. The problem, of 
course, is that the main goal of Tenrikyo leadership in recent years been to protect 
the fragile space that remains for faith within the “deconstruction” of Japanese 
society. Integrating Nagaoka’s narrative will prove a real challenge.

For comparison, Robert Ericksen’s studies of religious and academic 
collaboration with Nazism have obvious relevance to modern German society, 
where both academia and Christianity continue to be generally held in high prestige. 
(Ericksen 2012:230) New religious movements in 21st century Japan are in a very 
different situation: blindsided by the 1995 Aum Shinrikyō sarin gas attacks, their 
public perception has taken a major hit, and their influence on modern society as 
independent sources of power is decidedly declining. (McLaughlin 2012)
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I have been fascinated by Tenrikyo ever since I first learned about their 
history and sat in on their ritual dances almost a decade ago. I have also heard, for 
almost a decade, that Tenrikyo will not last another decade in its current form. 
It seems to be constantly on a precipice, attracting a trickle of young recruits 
and putting them to work for theological goals imagined in ages long past. It is 
encouraging that one theologian so far, Kaneko Akira (2017), seems willing to rise 
to Nagaoka’s challenge, daring even to reexamine material that Nagaoka would 
not touch about the life of Nakayama Miki herself. I hope that this book will 
continue to inspire such reimaginings.
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